Thin gold films on silicone display large reversible change in electrical resistance upon stretching. Eutectic liquid metal conductors maintain bulk metal conductivity, even upon extensive elongation. When integrated together, the soft metals enable multidirectional, large strain sensor skin. Their fabrication process combines thermal evaporation of thin gold film patterns through stencil mask with microplotting of eutectic gallium indium microwires, and packaging in silicone rubber. Using three-element rectangular rosettes, we demonstrate a sensor skin that can reliably and locally quantify the plane strain vector in surfaces subject to stretch (up to 50% strain) and indentation. This hybrid technology will find applications in soft robotics, prosthetics and wearable health monitoring systems.
Introduction
Strain sensors are implemented in nearly all fields of engineering, from infrastructure and automotive structural health monitoring [1, 2] to implantable bioelectronic systems [3] . Typical metal-foil strain gauges monitor small deformations, reported in microstrain. Systems including soft robots [4] , data gloves [5, 6] , skin-like electronics [7] and implantable bioelectronics [8] require distributed and high-strain sensing capabilities, which are unmet with today's technology. The recent translation of micro/nanofabrication techniques to soft, mechanically compliant carrier substrates provides an opportunity for new strain-sensing devices calibrated for large deformation, high sensitivity and conformal wearability [9] .
The development of large strain sensitive devices involves designs with reversibly stretchable, electrically conductive materials and decoupling of the electro-mechanical response of the lead wires from that of the sensing element [10] [11] [12] . Stretchable conductors can be prepared with thin films on silicone, [13] [14] [15] [16] elastomeric composites, [17] [18] [19] self-similar serpentines [20, 21] or liquid metals [22] [23] [24] .
Thin gold films on PDMS are highly strechable (to tens of percent over millions of cycles) [25] and display large relative change in their electrical resistance with applied elongation. Liquid metal conductors are also extremely elastic (with reported maximal stretchability to 600% strain [26] ) and maintain very stable electrical conductivity even upon large deformation. In this work, we combine the benefits of both soft metallization techniques to fabricate compact strain gauges sensitive to large deformation and patternable over large area surfaces. The sensors and interconnects are embedded in silicone (PDMS, Dow Corning Sylgard 184). The proposed process is compatible with planar and additive manufacturing techniques thereby enables fully elastic interconnected sensors and efficient decoupling of the strain responses in the wiring and sensing elements.
Stretchable gauges are defined by patterning stretchable thin gold films [13] with high absolute resistance R 0,Au at zero strain, and high relative and absolute increase in resistance under large strains. They are connected with stretchable wires made of the eutectic alloy of gallium and indium (EGaIn, 75% Ga, 25% In in weight), with low absolute resistance R 0,EGaIn at zero strain, and low relative and absolute increase in resistance under strain [27] . For patterning the interconnects, we developed a technique similar to the one reported in [28] in order to plot two-dimensional continuous patterns of EGaIn. This method is additive and does not involve any masking process nor specific surface treatment. Hence, the wiring scheme can be easily and 'instantly' adapted to a new layout. In addition, our approach does not require complex design rules nor substrate preparation such as pre-strain since the metallic conductors used here are intrinsically stretchable. We apply this process to fabricate integrated sensing devices featuring up to three localized strain sensitive areas within less than 30 mm 2 . By adapting the classical theoretical framework for strain gauges, we are able to quantify the amplitude and orientation of large (>10%) strains, and discriminate uniaxial from multiaxial deformation of the soft substrate.
Results

Stretchable gold film patterns as directional large strain sensors
100 mm silicon wafers were coated with a self-assembled layer of trichloro(1 H,1 H,2 H,2 H-perfluorooctyl)silane from Sigma Aldrich to ease release of structures after integration. Sylgard 184 base and curing agent from Dow Corning were mixed in a 10:1 ratio (Thinky ARE-250) and degassed under vacuum. Then, the uncured PDMS was spin-coated at 500 RPM for 1 min in order to form an approximately 120 μm thick layer. Coated wafers were placed in an oven (VWR Venti-Line) for 2 hours at 80°C to cure the PDMS layer. Bilayers of Cr (5 nm) and Au (25 to 40 nm) were thermally evaporated on the PDMS substrate. Polyimide shadow masks were mounted directly on the PDMS substrate to define patterns of metallic conductor. Figure 1 (a) displays a scanning electron microscope image of a thin gold film thermally evaporated on a PDMS substrate. The typical sheet resistance of the 25 nm thick metal on PDMS is around 20 Ω/sq, more than 10 times that of a similar Au film deposited on a hard carrier [29] . Figure 1 (b) describes the relative change in resistance ΔR/R 0 of a 5 × 0.5 mm 2 gold thin film track on PDMS during uniaxial stretch cycle to 50% applied strain ϵ app . Significant resistance increase is observed when the Au line is aligned with the strain direction (ΔR/R 0 = 2 at ϵ app = 0.5) while nearly no change can be recorded when the film is stretched transversely (Δ ≃ R R 0 0 at ϵ app = 0.5). Their typical gauge factor is about 4, in agreement with reported values of 20 Ω/ sq for very thin metal films subject to microstrain deformation [30] .
Gold films evaporated on PDMS with thickness in the 20-100 nm range form a nearly discontinuous network of gold ligaments ( figure 1(a) ). Such microstructure is typical of thin (<100 nm thick) metal films deposited by evaporation, [30] [31] [32] and results from interplay between the granular growth of evaporated metal films and the large thermal expansion coefficient of the underlying PDMS substrate ( =°CTE 300 ppm C PDMS ). The built-in microcracks in the thin Au film on PDMS allow for the microscopic gold bands to bend and twist locally out of the plane thereby accommodating (in a reversible manner) large, macroscopic, applied deformation of the substrate [33] . The film retains its microstructure upon stretching to high strain and over many cycles, and maintains stable electrical conduction [25] . Electrically, the film is more resistive than a bulk, uniform film of similar thickness, and its relative change in resistance with applied strain is larger than that due to pure geometrical rearrangement.
Let's consider an elastic and uniform conductor of L × W × T (length × width × thickness) geometry. Assuming its electrical resistivity remains constant upon stretching, ΔR/ R 0 depends on the relative change in the geometric factor L/ (WT), and can be expressed as a function of the applied strain ϵ app and is plotted figure 1(b) . 
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where ν is the substrate's Poisson ratio. We observe that the experimental ΔR/R 0 is much larger than that of a plain conductor ongoing pure elastic deformation for both aligned and normal strain ( figure 1(b) ). This divergence might be explained by the evolution of the film structure [25] and the conduction mechanism within the gold ligaments (percolation) and across the microcracks (tunneling) with applied strain. Those phenomena can be modeled with the help of empirical observations [34] .
The gauge factor Δ ϵ = GF R R ( ) 0 app of a gold track varies over a stretching cycle, due to nonlinearity and hysteresis. We define the average gauge factor GF as
is the maximum applied tensile strain along the long axis of the gauge. As reported for gold thin films under microstrain [30] , there seems to be a correlation between the initial sheet resistance of the thin films and their gauge factor (see figure S1 ). The average gauge factor remains stable before and after encapsulation with a thick layer of PDMS.
Patterns of stretchable thin metal film on PDMS gather the required properties to be used as large strain gauges.
EGaIn microwires for stretchable interconnects
Microstrucures of liquid metals can be plotted, printed or micromolded on the surface of PDMS [22, 35, 36] . We have developed a micro-plotting technique similar to that reported by Boley et al [28] ; its schematic is highlighted figure 2(a) . Fast and direct writing of microwires of EGaIn is performed by dispensing in a continuous flow small amount of EGaIn (99.99%, Sigma Aldrich), preliminarily loaded in a syringe mounted on a computer-controlled three-axis XYZ micropositioner stage (Sonoplot GX-II Microplotter). The soft metal wires are plotted directly on a PDMS membrane spun and cured on silicon carrier wafer. The inner diameter of the syringe tip was 360 μm. The pressure inside the syringe reservoir was maintained in the 1-5 kPa range using a fluid dispenser (OK International TS250) to force the liquid to reach the end of the syringe's tip without forming a droplet. The tip was put in contact with the substrate and then slightly raised vertically (20 to 80 μm above the substrate) in order to form a liquid metal meniscus. Next, the tip was moved in the horizontal plane at 200 μm s −1 , allowing the liquid metal to flow on the substrate and form wires. Silver wires were put into contact with the terminals of the liquid metal wires and a small drop of curable silver paste or EGaIn was put on top of the contact point to enhance the electrical connection. The contact area was subsequently encapsulated using silicone sealant (Dow Corning 732). Thanks to the good adhesion between the oxide skin that forms around the wires and the PDMS substrate, patterns composed of microwires were encapsulated by spin-coating uncured PDMS at 250 RPM. Finally, the encapsulation layer was cured at 60°C for 12 hours and the devices were cut and peeled off the support wafer. The total thickness of the integrated devices was below 500 μm. Figure 2 (b) displays a cross-sectional view of an encapsulated soft conductor.
We performed '4-wire' resistance measurements on soft microwires on PDMS substrate without encapsulation. A Keithley 2400 sourcemeter was used in preconfigured 4-wire remote sensing mode, with automatic current selection, in the 20 Ω range with 100 μ Ω resolution. In this range, the accuracy of the measurement was given by
according to the instrument's manual [37] . Due to the small size of the lines (about 5 mm long and 150 μm wide) four hook probes mounted on XYZ positioners were used to precisely contact the EGaIn line. Each probe held a 76 μm diameter Au wire (science products) which was put in contact with the liquid metal wire. The two outer probes were positioned at the two opposite ends of the wire. The distance L w between the two inner probes (see figure S3) , which defined the 4-wire resistance, was measured with a digital microscope (Keyence VHX-600, VH-Z50L lens). As the hard probing wires may have damaged the liquid metal wire in the vicinity of the contact point, the spacing between the two inner probes was first set to a maximum of 5 mm and then sequentially reduced to collect the data points. The measured resistances for various wire lengths are compared with the output of an analytical model and shown in figure 3 . The EGaIn microwire is modeled as a metallic semicylinder with a constant resistivity ρ Ω = × −
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[38] and a truncated circular cross-section with radius r w . The corresponding resistance R w is computed from the measured geometry of the wire using where β = 0.63 ± 0.3. r w and β were experimentally determined after encapsulation by measuring the cross-section of the imprint left by the wire in the PDMS ( figure 2(b) ). The good agreement between the output of the model and the 4-wire resistance demonstrates the deposition process does not increase the resistivity of the liquid metal structures. It also suggests the encapsulation process does not impact the structure of the of the microwires. The average cross-section geometry corresponds to a contact angle of about 102°(see figure S2 ) at the interface between EGaIn microwires and PDMS substrate. It is consistent with previously reported values for microwires with similar dimensions [28] . The EGaIn microwires were stretched using a homebuilt, computer controlled, motorized uniaxial stretcher. Each end of the samples, including the contact area with silver wires, was clamped on a moving platform. Four-point electrical resistance and applied mechanical strain were recorded simultaneously at a frequency of 8 Hz. Figure 4 presents the electro-mechanical characterization of an EGaIn microwire. The encapsulated liquid metal interconnects exhibit low absolute resistance at zero strain and low relative and absolute increase in resistance compared to stretchable gold thin films (Δ Δ ≪ R R w gauge ). Assuming the EGaIn is incompressible, the volume of the wires remains constant under elastic deformation and their relative increase in resistance as a function of applied mechanical strain ϵ app can be expressed as Good correspondence between the model and experimental measurements (figure 4) indicates that no leakage occurred when the wires were stretched. Although soft EGaIn microstructures can be used as strain sensitive elements [39] , the direct patterning of the EGaIn microwires and their minimal increase in resistance under mechanical deformation offer ideal characteristics for elastic interconnects.
Integrated strain gauges
PDMS substrates with patterns of micro-cracked gold were processed in the liquid metal dispensing set-up. EGaIn microwires could be drawn continuously from the bare PDMS to the gold-coated areas and vice versa. We observed the EGaIn microwires are slightly narrower on the PDMS coated with a stretchable gold film than on the bare PDMS ( figure 5 ). This may be because the oxide skin of the liquid metal has more affinity with bare PDMS than with a micro-structured film [40] . Figure 6 (a) presents the microfabrication process developed to integrate compact strain gauges with high and localized sensitivity. First a gold layer is thermally evaporated through a shadow mask on the PDMS substrate. Then, EGaIn interconnects are plotted using the direct writing system. The interconnected sensors are then encapsulated with a layer of PDMS.
Integrated single strain gauges were characterized in the customized stretcher. The strain rate was fixed between 1.25 and 1% s −1 when the number of strain cycles was below 100 and fixed to 5% s −1 for larger number of cycles. Prior to single gauge or rosette characterization measurements, about 50 cycles up to 50% strain were applied to the structures in order to reach a stable regime for the electro-mechanical response of Au tracks [25] . Figure 6 (b) presents the electro-mechanical response of an integrated gauge with liquid metal interconnects at both ends, compared to the response of a nonencapsulated gold track with similar dimensions but probed with solid wiring. In the case of solid wire probes, silver-filled adhesive (Epotek H27-D) was used to maintain electrical contact between the wires and the soft gold films. Both samples are cycled up to 30% applied strain. No significant difference is observed between the response of the integrated strain gauges and the bare gold tracks when a large number of strain cycles is applied. The strain sensitivity of the interconnects does not alter the thin Au film gauges' response to strain. The lower increase in resistance of the integrated strain gauge may be explained by the presence of the encapsulation layer and by the dispersion in gold tracks electrical characteristics due to the random nature of the microcracks ( figure 1(a) ). Furthermore, the absolute change in resistance of the soft gauges is more than two orders of magnitude higher than that of the liquid metal interconnects. EGaIn alloys with gold, forming a compound 100 times more resistive than bulk gold [41] . If this alloy sits underneath EGaIn, it is electrically shorted by the liquid metal. However, as shown figure 7 the alloy appears to have diffused a few hundreds of microns around the contact point after six months storage in ambient conditions, resulting in a mean increase in base resistance of 42% (from 92 ± 4Ω to 131 ± 7Ω for 5 × 0.5 mm tracks). This effect does not seem to compromize the electro-mechanical behavior of the fabricated devices under strain (figure S4).
Compact rosettes for sensing strain magnitude and direction
Orientation and magnitude of uniaxial applied strain can be determined using three strain gauges arranged in a rectangular rosette configuration (figures 8 and 9). One of the three sensors, A-B-C, is first stretched along its long axis in order to determine the average gauge factor GF of all three branches in the rosette. After this calibration step, the strain in each sensor A, B and C is determined using 
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The angle Φ 1 , between direction A and ϵ 1 , is determined from θ by comparing between ϵ A , ϵ B and ϵ C (see supporting information) [43] . Figures 10 and 11 present the outputs of the strain gauge rosette. ϵ 2 is not null but remains smaller than ϵ 1 /10 thanks to the small transverse sensitivity of the gauges. When the applied strain is aligned with one of the sensors, the computed angle clearly matches one of the gauge direction ( figure 10(c) ). Arbitrary strain orientation is also nicely detected ( figure 11(c) ).
The soft metal sensor skin can also reliably monitor isotropic strains. A PDMS circular membrane (about 50 mm in diameter) with a strain rosette integrated at its center was attached on top of a mechanical support with a 30 mm diameter hole at its center. The three gold tracks composing the rosette were oriented radially from the center of the membrane. The common contact of the rosette was aligned with the center of the hole and the tip of an indenter. A load frame (MTS Systems Criterion C42.503) was used to control the indentation depth. A small piece of PDMS (1 mm in diameter, 1 mm in thickness) was put between the hard indenter and the soft membrane in order to minimize undesired local stress concentration at the center of the membrane. A schematic is also displayed figures 12(a) and (b) shows the freestanding circular PDMS membrane with a rosette integrated at its center indented using a load frame. An approximation of the strain induced in the membrane is calculated from where r m = 15 mm is the radius of the circular membrane, and δ is the indentation depth (between 0 and 3 mm). We do not take into account nonlinearity in the membrane profile [44] , nor local microscopic strain concentration at the edge of the tip. The relative increase in resistance in the three branches of the rosette are almost identical ( figure 13(a) ), thus the magnitude of the two principal strains ϵ 1 and ϵ 2 are similar ( figure 13(b) ). In this situation, Φ 1 remains indeterminate since ϵ ϵ ϵ ≃ ≃
A B
C [43] .
Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrate a novel combination of stretchable gold thin films and liquid metal microwires to produce soft metal electronic skins. Stretchable gold thin films deposited on soft PDMS substrate define conductive rectangular sensors that are highly sensitive to tensile strains. Once interconnected with highly conductive and stretchable liquid metal microwires, the soft sensors can be integrated on large-area patterns. This additive integration method enables fast and easy redistribution of the interconnects when the layout of the sensors is changed. Compact strain sensors with thickness under 0.5 mm stretch reliably up to 50%. Even larger deformation may be possible if needed. The integration process of the soft strain gauges does not alter the electro-mechanical response of gold thin films nor the conductivity of the EGaIn wires. By arranging the strain sensors in rectangular rosettes and applying classical strain gauge theory, we were able to measure the strain vector (magnitude and direction of uniaxial strain) and discriminate between uniaxial and isotropic strain fields. Future work will involve improving on the integration and sensor's density by, for example, developing vertical, via-like connections between stacked layers of sensors, and coupling strain sensitive structures to other transducers. Integrated mechanosensitive electronic skins will find application in smart textiles, robotics and rehabilitation prosthetics.
